Bike Powered Garden Wall
GSE Workshop Week

Nine students from all over the USA came together with a mission

To create an interactive project that combines our interdisciplinary knowledge of sustainability, while
involving the CIEE community and landscape.

Local Context

Our seminar class toured Prinzessinnengarten,
Klunkerkranich, Mörchenpark, Spreeacker, and
Allmende-Kontor, which are community gardens in
Berlin. The locations use a variety of gardening
techniques, such as hydroponics, PVC pipe plant
holders, and raised planter beds, all of which
can be used in urban landscapes. The garden’s
sustainable methods, as well as their community
engagement, planted the seeds for the start of our
project.

Klunkerkranich Rooftop Garden and Bar

Karl-Marx-Straße 66, 12043 Berlin

Prinzessinnengarten

Raised planters are effective, due
to the polluted soil in the area.

Prinzenstrasse 35-38, 10969 Berlin

Vertical PVC piping is used to
irrigate flowers and herbs.

Operation
Our nine students were divided into three groups of three.
Each group was in charge of a different aspect of the final
product. We each planned our specific part, and then
came together as a team to fit all the pieces together.

The Garden
Team
The Power Team

The Water Team

The Original Plan from Workshop Week #1

The Original Plan from Workshop Week #2

Changes include: scaling down from two to just a single panel of green wall, removing the solar panel,
enlarging the LED digital board, adding a pulley system, and adding a bike

The Garden Team
When our Green Wall Team saw the
wall we were working with, we were
excited by the many possibilities for
planters. Originally, recycled plastic
water bottles, found on campus at
CIEE, were cut open and strung
together. However, after many
discussions, we decided to focus on
using PVC pipes, because of their
durability and capacity to hold many
plants.

Workshop #1
During the first brainstorm, we proposed that dripirrigation would be efficient for the wall. We collected
plastic bottles from within CIEE and cut out a portion that
would hold soil and plants. We strung the bottles
together and tilted them for the water flow.
We experimented with various seeds- rosemary, mint,
and chamomile - to see if the irrigation system was
working correctly. Unfortunately, the seeds did not
survive due to the cold weather of March.
Additionally, we researched plants that would be best for
the wall with two main factors in mind: The amount of
sunlight the area receives and the amount of water
required.

Workshop #2
One of the biggest challenges
of their plan was figuring out
how to attach the pipes to the
wall. Wall mounting
structures, which rest over the
top of the wall, will be
connected to S-hooks, which
support the hanging pipes
with chains. The pipes and
chains were also spray
painted green and blue!

Materials Used
Garden Wall Materials
◉ x3 Grey PVC + Knock-Out Plugs
◉ x1 10cm Hole-Saw
◉ x15 Eye-Hooks & “S” Hooks
◉ x6 40cm chains
◉ x3 60cm chains
◉ Green Spray Paint & Primer
◉ X3 “L” Hook strucutres
◉ Soil “Flora Gard”
◉ Small Pebbles “Buntkies”

Garden Structure - Components & Construction

Hanging Structure - Components

An assortment of plants were purchased for the wall,
including:
Lavender

Sedum coccineum
Marigold

Lettuce
lettuce
Ivy
Rosso
Sage

Calibra red trailum

Red

Lobelia

Lollo

Yellow creeping Zinnia
Chocolate Mint
Rosemary
Arugula
Oregano
Pale Pink Petunia
Thyme
Sprouts
*KEY*
Basil
Deep Pink Petunia
Bee
Friendly
Edible
Flowers
Ruby

Begonia
Parsley
Dill
Sedium

Garden - Assembly

The Water Team

Our Water Team was responsible for irrigating the Green
Wall. This led to research involving drip irrigation and
water filtration systems. The goal of the team was to be
able to collect waste water or rain water, clean the water
via a filtration system, and irrigate the plants with it.

Workshop #1
Since the irrigation system is designed to use collected rainwater as well as clean water, a
water filtration system had to be accounted for. Therefore, filtration models (substitutes for a
constructed wetland) were created using layers of stones, activated charcoal, fine sand,
pebbles, and reed plants.
Then solutions of grey-water were added to the filters, measuring the flow rates and quality
using pH strips. They were successful! Even though the water was slightly colored and tasted
like soap, it was drinkable.

Workshop #1 Cont.
After the successful completion of
our filtration tests, we developed a
schematic for a water collection and
irrigation system. The plan consisted
of installing a gutter on a nearby
building overhang to collect
rainwater, collecting it in a reservoir,
and running it through a constructed
wetland for filtration. Then, the clean
water would be collected in a
second reservoir and pump it up to
the drip irrigation system.

Workshop #2
We made significant changes to the water system during the
second and final workshop week. We decided to use tap water
for the collection point, rather than rainwater, because since this
is a temporary prototype we did not want to install a permanent
gutter to collect rain water. However, even though it was then
necessary, we still wanted to build a function filter to study if it is
a feasible system. Also, the pump had been eliminated; the
power team would now lift our water to the top of the wall by
using a mechanical bike-powered pulley system.
So, the final system consisted of a bucket to collect water from
the faucet, a filter, a second bucket where the clean water
would be taken up by the pulley, a gutter to move the water
from the top of the pulley to a collection bucket, a faucet to
control the irrigation system, and finally tubing with small holes
to drip water onto the plants.

Materials Used
◉

◉
◉
◉
◉
◉
◉
◉
◉

2 Buckets for the reservoirs - one to collect water in the faucet, and one
at the outlet of the filter to collect water for pumpage to the irrigation
system
2 bins for the filter housing - 50cm each
Small & large pebbles, dirt, and reed plants for filter
Thick tubing to transfer water from the first reservoir, to the filter, to the
second water - 8m
Thin tubing for drip irrigation - 3m
Drip irrigation nibs
Metal gutter
Bucket for drip irrigation system
Faucet

Gutter

Bucket

Drip Irrigation
Tubing

Controllable
Faucet

Tube coming from
top resevoir (fed
by faucet water)
Bottom Reservoir
(behind bike)
Water Filtration System
(Constructed wetland)

The Power Team

Our Power Team was responsible for transferring the
water from the Water Team’s basin at the bottom of the
wall to the Garden Team’s flowers at the top of the wall so
that the plants could be watered.
In addition to this, we had the responsibility of turning our
system into a community engaging installation.

Idea Progression
The Power Team went through two very different ideas before deciding
on implementing the human powered bike pulley system.

Collect
energy from
solar panels
LED sign

Use bike as
electrical
generator

Use bike to
power pulley
mechanically

Workshop #1
Initially, the Power Team decided to use a renewable
resource to create power. We had to decide whether
we wanted to utilize wind power or solar power to
power the LED sign and water pump.
To test the wind power, we created a wind sock from a
tutorial we found online. We set up the wind sock in an
area near the wall and observed it to see how much
wind and what direction it was coming from. There was
not a lot of wind power.
Therefore, we decided not to continue with the wind
power idea.

Workshop #1 cont.
Solar research about the amount of
sunlight that would hit the wall was
found online. We discovered that
with the height of the residence
buildings, the sun would be blocked
after 2pm. Also, a tall tree stands
above the wall, which has large
foliage during the spring and summer
months.
Therefore, we decided not to
continue with the solar panel idea.

Workshop #2
After we nixed the wind and solar power generation
ideas, we changed our focus to a bike powered
generator.
Initially, we did a lot of research on creating an electrical
bike power generation system. We planned to have a
community member pedal the bike, which would charge a
battery which would then provide power to a water pump.
This water pump would carry the water from the Water
Team’s basin to the Garden Team’s plants.
However, when dealing with electrical current and power,
many calculations must be made and many things can go
wrong, especially when the system is working so closely
to large amounts of water. After consultation with
Professor Jan, we chose to instead change our focus yet
again, this time to using the bike as part of a mechanical
system.

Example diagram outlining use of BOTH solar power
and bike driven power. This, in addition to the backup power outlet pole, would charge a battery which
would in turn power both our green sign and the
water pump.

Workshop #2 Continued
After a few brainstorming sessions, we decided
that a mechanical bike generator would be our
best option.
By removing the back tire of the bike, we were
able to connect a chain to a gear system, which is
connected to a small rubber tire. That tire is
located in the water reservoir, which rotates a
belt. That belt has pill bottles attached to it, which
capture the water and pour it into the irrigation
system.
Professor Jan and Olani separating
the chain from the gear system

Workshop #2 Continued
The bike was purchased at the Tempelhof bike
auction, where over 200 abandoned bikes were
collected and sold.

Materials Used
Box to Protect Bucket
◉ Wood (40x40, 2-40x30, 2-30x36.4)
◉ 3.5x30 wood screws
Bottom Pulley System
◉ M18 x 100mm threaded metal pole
◉ M18 bolts (5)
◉ 17 mm washers (2)
◉ Mounting clamps (2 large)
◉ Large rubber wheel
Pulley Water Transfer System
◉ Medicine bottles (#?)
◉ Needle, clear plastic thread, duct tape

Top Pulley System
◉ 12 mm smooth metal pole
◉ 12 mm steel ring stops (4)
◉ Mounting clamps (2 small)
◉ Small plastic wheel
Wall to Pulley Mount
◉ Metal L shapes with holes (6)
◉ 6 mm bolts (14)
◉ M6 nuts (14)
◉ Navy wide fabric belt (6 meters)

Community Engagement
Community engagement was an
important objective for our team. The
biological and mechanical aspects work
together with social interaction in order to
make the system work. The pulley
system is the mechanical aspect, and it
provides water for the plants, but only if
members of the community pedal the
bike on a regular basis and take care of
the garden wall.

Community Engagement
The first being the mechanical bike
generator. Students and faculty can
see the plants get watered before
their very eyes, if they sit down and
pedal. We expect that the central
location of the wall, which is located
by the constantly used bike rack, will
have less trouble drawing in curious
plant & bike lovers.

The courtyard that CIEE students walk through everyday

Community Engagement Cont.
The other component is our
ADOPT-A-PLANT program
associated with the herbs and
flowers planted in the PVC pipes.
Students will have the option to
pick a spot on the PVC pipe and
plant. We hope that this new
program will create a reliable
crowd of students, who will
regularly tend to the wall.
Empty holes in the garden wall, ready to be filled by
new loving plant parents.

Time Lapse of Project

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mFVrUY8odPU

Ribbon Cutting Night
On our final day of Workshop week,
we presented our finished product to
students, faculty of CIEE, and
members of local community gardens.
A large selection of flowers and herbs
were available for the audience to
plant, with the help of a bag of soil,
specifically containing nutrients and pH
value for the purpose of quick and
healthy germination.
The first run of the bike was
successful! However, there was an
unexpected but fun design flaw
affecting the bike - Users had to pedal
backwards!

Ribbon Cutting Night cont.
The last portion of the night held two guest
speakers: Marco Clausen - an author and
community garden organizer from
Prinzessinnengarten. He spoke about the garden’s
history, challenges, and place in modern society.
Dr. Michael Lafond spoke about Spreefeld
Spreeacker -an underdeveloped space on the
Spree river, a location many large, powerful
businesses coveted. He discussed the creation of a
community garden, the public’s involvement in
the process, and challenges faced throughout its
timeline.

The End

Thank you for viewing our project. Find a bikepowered garden wall near you!

